SMS Gateway - Error Codes

Error code Error Name

Error Message

Error messages

1020

ERROR_MAIN_BASE

1021

ERROR_MAIN_GLOBALEXCEPTION

Global exception cached: [MSG]

1022

ERROR_MAIN_LOCALEXCEPTION

Local exception cached: [MSG]

1023

ERROR_MAIN_UNEXPECTED_STOP

Stopping engine, because of unknown error. [CODE]

1024

ERROR_MAIN_CANNOTLOAD_EXTENSION_PHASE1

Cannot load extensions. [MSG]

1025

ERROR_MAIN_CANNOTLOAD_EXTENSION_PHASE2

Cannot load extension [NAME]. [REASON]

1030

ERROR_LICENSING_BASE

1031

ERROR_LICENSING_CANNOTCONTACT_ACTIVATIONSERVER

HTTP Download Error: [MSG]

1032

ERROR_LICENSING_CANNOTFIND_LICENSEFILE

Could not find license file [FILENAME].

1033

ERROR_LICENSING_CANNOTLOAD_LICENSEFILEp

Cannot load file [FILENAME]. Reason: [MSG]

1034

ERROR_LICENSING_CANNOTSAVE_LICENSEFILE

Cannot save file [FILENAME]. Reason: [MSG]

1040

ERROR_CONFIG_BASE

1041

ERROR_CONFIG_CANNOTCREATE_DIR

Unable to create directory '[DIR]'. [MSG]

1042

ERROR_CONFIG_CANNOTWRITE_FILE

Cannot write file. Reason: '[REASON]'

1043

ERROR_CONFIG_CANNOTREAD_FILE

Cannot read configuration files. Reason: '[REASON]'

1044

ERROR_CONFIG_CANNOTDELETE_FILE

Cannot delete configuration file. [FILENAME] [MSG]

1045

ERROR_CONFIG_INVALIDSECTION

Invalid configuration directive in '[SECTIONNAME]'
configuration. Directive: '[DIRECTIVE]'

Unclosed section in configuration file. Check for
1046

ERROR_CONFIG_INVALIDSECTION_SECTIONUNCLOSED
closing ,, tags.
Duplicate values for parameter '[PARAM]' in

1047

ERROR_CONFIG_INVALIDPARAM_ALREADYEXISTS

[SECTIONNAME1] and [SECTIONNAME2]. Only value
[VALUE] is used.
Invalid configuration value '[VALUE]' for parameter

1048

ERROR_CONFIG_INVALIDVALUE
'[PARAM]' in section '[SECTIONNAME]'.
Cannot listen on port '[PORT]'. Invalid port number,

1049

ERROR_CONFIG_INVALIDVALUE_LISTENERPORT
using default port: 9500

1050

ERROR_CONFIG_INVALIDVALUE_UNKNOWNSMSCPROTOCOL

1051

ERROR_CONFIG_INVALIDVALUE_NOPAIRFOUND

Unknown protocol in configuration file: [PROTOCOL].
Parameter '[PARAM1]' in section '[SECTIONNAME]'
must have a pair named '[PARAM2]'.

1100

ERROR_IFTCPCLIENT_BASE

1101

ERROR_IFTCPCLIENT_CANNOTLISTEN

Cannot open TCP listener socket to accept clients on
port '[PORT]'. ([MSG])
Connect timeout. The connected TCP client
1102

ERROR_IFTCPCLIENT_CONNECTTIMEOUT

[CLIENTNAME] did not send any data for more then
10 seconds.

1103

ERROR_IFTCPCLIENT_SOCKETERROR

Error during communication with UI: '[MSG]'

1104

ERROR_IFTCPCLIENT_CONNECTIONCLOSED

Client has closed connection ([ERRORMSG])

1105

ERROR_IFTCPCLIENT_UNKNOWNPROTOCOL

Unknown protocol. SMPP, UCP and OZTEXT are
supported.

User '[USER]' has entered unknown command
1106

ERROR_IFTCPCLIENT_TEXT_SYNTAXERROR
'[COMMAND]' on console.
User '[USER]' has entered unknown parameter

1107

ERROR_IFTCPCLIENT_TEXT_UNKNOWNPARAM

'[PARAMETER]' for command '[COMMAND]' on
console.

1108

ERROR_IFTCPCLIENT_TCP_CLIENTTIMEOUT

Timeout. No response received for PDU '[PDUTYPE]'

1109

ERROR_IFTCPCLIENT_SMPP_INVALIDPDU

Invalid PDU received: '[PDU]'

1110

ERROR_IFTCPCLIENT_SMPP_PROTOCOLUNSUPPORTED

Protocol '[PROT]' not supported for this user. Check
'Type' settings in configuration file.
1111

ERROR_IFTCPCLIENT_SMPP_CLIENTTIMEOUT

Timeout. No response received for PDU '[PDUTYPE]'

1

ERROR_IFTCPCLIENT_SMPP_FORCEOUT

Another SMPP client ([CLIENTNAME]) is logged in with
this username and password. That client is going to
be disconnected because only one client instance is
allowed to connect with a single username and
password. Use a different username to connect with a
second instance! Configure your client to connect as
SMPP transceiver!

1113

ERROR_IFTCPCLIENT_SMTP_MAILPARSE

Cannot parse incoming mail message from [FROM].
Mail format error. [MSG]

1150

ERROR_IFHTTP_BASE

1151

ERROR_IFHTTP_LISTENER_GENERALERROR

ozHTTP Listener error code:[CODE] says:[MSG]

1152

ERROR_IFHTTP_LISTENER_GENERALERROR2

HTTP Listener error code:[CODE] says:[MSG]

1153

ERROR_IFHTTP_INVALID_HTTPPORT

Cannot serve HTTP requests on this port. HTTP API
can be accessed on following port: [PORT].
1154

ERROR_IFHTTP_CANNOTSERVE_STATICCONTENT

Cannot serve static content [PATH]. [MSG]

1155

ERROR_IFHTTP_CANNOTSERVE_DYNAMICCONTENT

Cannot serve dynamic content [PATH]. [MSG]

Cannot read template [TEMPLATENAME], [FILENAME].
1156

ERROR_IFHTTP_CANNOTREAD_TEMPLATE
[MSG]

1157

ERROR_IFHTTP_UNKNOWNUSER

Invalid username or password.

1158

ERROR_IFHTTP_CANNOTFIND_ACTIONPARAM

No action parameter specified in HTTP query.

1159

ERROR_IFHTTP_INVALID_ACTIONPARAMVALUE

Action parameter specified in HTTP query unknown:
'[PARAM]'.

1160

ERROR_IFHTTP_INVALID_PARAMVALUE

Parameter '[PARAMNAME]' has invalid value:
'[VALUE]'

1161

ERROR_IFHTTP_MISSING_MANDATORYPARAM

Following mandatory parameter missing from request:
'[PARAMNAME]'.

1162

ERROR_IFHTTP_INVALID_REPSONSEFORMAT

Invalid response format: [FORMAT].

1163

ERROR_HTTPAPI_USERNOTFOUND

Cannot find user [USERNAME].

1164

ERROR_HTTPAPI_PARAMETERMISSING

Mandatory http parameter is missing: [PARAMNAME].

1165

ERROR_HTTPAPI_ACTIONUNKONWN

Invalid action parameter value: [NAME].

1166

ERROR_HTTPAPI_CANNOTCREATEENV

Cannot create envelope. [MSG]

1167

ERROR_HTTPAPI_PARAMETERVALUEINVALID

Invalid parameter value for parameter [PARAMNAME]:
'[PARAMVAL]'

1180

ERROR_IFREMOTING_BASE

1181

ERROR_IFREMOTING_TRANSPORT_ERROR

Problem with API transport. [MSG]

1182

ERROR_IFREMOTING_GENERALERROR

Invalid API action. [MSG]

1183

ERROR_IFREMOTING_MESSAGEEVENT

Invalid event handling in API on event [EVENT].
[MSG]
1184

ERROR_IFREMOTING_STARTUP

Cannot start API. [MSG]

1200

ERROR_ENGINE_BASE

1201

ERROR_ENGINE_CANNOTGET_ENVELOPE2SEND

1210

ERROR_ROUTER_BASE

1211

ERROR_ROUTER_UNKNOWUSER

Cannot get envelope from user [USERNAME]. [MSG]

Cannot add route. Unknown user '[USERNAME]'.
[LINENO]
Cannot add route. Route name not unique
1212

ERROR_ROUTER_ROUTENAMENOTUNIQUE
'[ROUTENAME]'. [LINENO]
Cannot add route. Service provider name does not

1213

ERROR_ROUTER_OPERATORNOTAVAILABLE
exist: '[OPERATORNAME]'. [LINENO]
Cannot add route. Invalid routing mode: '[ACTION]'.

1214

ERROR_ROUTER_INVALIDACTION
[LINENO]

1215

ERROR_ROUTER_UNKNOWNDIRECTION

1216

ERROR_ROUTER_COULDNOTFINDROUTEOUT

Cannot add route. Unknown direction: '[DIRECTION]'
Message dropped. No outgoing route found. Message
'[MSG]'.
Message dropped. No incoming route found for

1217

ERROR_ROUTER_COULDNOTFINDROUTEIN
message coming from operator [OPERATOR] '[MSG]'.
Delivery reported dropped. Corresponding message

1218

ERROR_ROUTER_COULDNOTFINDCALLBACKID
was sent more than 1 day ago. [MSG]
Invalid regular expression [PATTERN] in routing

1219

ERROR_ROUTER_INVALIDREGEXP
condition. [ERROR]. [LINENO]

1220

ERROR_ROUTER_COULDNOTFINDROUTE

Could not find route [NAME]

1221

ERROR_ROUTER_LIMITREACHED

Sorry, you have reached the maximum number of

routing rules (which is [NUMROUTES]) that you can
add.
1222

ERROR_ROUTER_COULDNOTPLAYSOUND

Could not play sound: [NAME]. [MSG]

1223

ERROR_ROUTER_INVALIDCOST

Invalid cost value for route [NAME]: '[COST]'

1224

ERROR_ROUTER_COULDNOTFINDROUTEOUT_ROUTENAME

Message dropped. No outgoing route found. Route
'[ROUTENAME]' does not exist. Message '[MSG]'.
1225

ERROR_ROUTER_COULDNOTFINDROUTEOUT_SIMPLE

1226

ERROR_ROUTER_COULDNOTFINDROUTEOUT_ROUTENAME_SIMPLE

Message dropped. No outgoing route found.
Message dropped. No outgoing route found. Route
'[ROUTENAME]' does not exist.

1227

ERROR_ROUTER_INVALIDBACKUPROUTE

Invalid routing configuration. Route name
[BACKEDROUTENAME] specified as route to backup in
route [MYROUTENAME], does not exist.

1228

ERROR_ROUTER_COULDNOTFIND_BACKUPROUTE

Could not find backup route to send message. [MSG]

1229

ERROR_ROUTER_COULDNOTFIND_BACKUPROUTE_SIMPLE

Could not find backup route to send message.

1240

ERROR_SQLLOGING_BASE

1241

ERROR_SQLLOGING_CANNOTCREATE_LOGDIR

Cannot create directory to store SQL log entries.
[PATH]. [MSG]
1242

ERROR_SQLLOGING_CANNOTOPEN_LOGFILE

Cannot open log file for writing [PATH]. [MSG]

1243

ERROR_SQLLOGING_CANNOTWRITE_LOGENTRY

Cannot write SQL log entry [SQL]. [MSG]

1244

ERROR_SQLLOGING_CANNOTDELETE_QUEUEFILE

Cannot delete SQL queue file [FILENAME]. [MSG]

1245

ERROR_SQLLOGING_CANNOTWRITE_QUEUEFILE

Cannot write SQL queue file [FILENAME]. [MSG]

1246

ERROR_SQLLOGING_CANNOTREAD_QUEUEFILE

Cannot read SQL queue file [FILENAME]. [MSG]

1250

ERROR_ENCODING_BASE

1251

ERROR_ENCODING_SCANOTFOUNDINPDU

Cannot find service center address in PDU.

1252

ERROR_ENCODING_UNKNOWNMESSAGETYPE

Unknown message type identifier in PDU.

1253

ERROR_ENCODING_MTNOTFOUNDINPDU

Cannot find message type field in PDU.

1254

ERROR_ENCODING_PHONENOLENNOTFOUNDINPDU

Cannot find phone number length byte in PDU.

1255

ERROR_ENCODING_INVALIDPHONENUMINPDU

Invalid phone number format in PDU.

1256

ERROR_ENCODING_PIDNOTFOUNDINPDU

Cannot find protocol identifier in PDU.

1257

ERROR_ENCODING_DCSNOTFOUNDINPDU

Cannot find data coding scheme in PDU.

1258

ERROR_ENCODING_SCTSNOTFOUNDINPDU

Cannot find service center timestamp in PDU.

1259

ERROR_ENCODING_UDLNOTFOUNDINPDU

Cannot find user data length in PDU.

1260

ERROR_ENCODING_TPMRNOTFOUNDINPDU

Cannot find TPMR in PDU.

1261

ERROR_ENCODING_TPDTNOTFOUNDINPDU

Cannot find TPDT in PDU.

1262

ERROR_ENCODING_STNOTFOUNDINPDU

Cannot find ST in PDU.

1263

ERROR_ENCODING_DTNOTFOUNDINPDU

Cannot find ST in PDU.

1264

ERROR_ENCODING_CANNOTENCODE

Cannot encode PDU. Reason: [MSG]

1265

ERROR_ENCODING_CANNOTREADORDELSEGMENT

Cannot read or delete multipart segment. [MSG]

1266

ERROR_ENCODING_TRNNOTFOUNDINSENTTRN

Cannot find TRN value '[TRN]' in sent transactions.

1267

ERROR_ENCODING_TRNNOTFOUNDINSENTTRN2

Cannot find TRN value '[TRN]' in sent transactions
(2).
1268

ERROR_ENCODING_CHECKSUMERROR

Checksum error in pdu. [PDU]

1269

ERROR_ENCODING_CANNOTDECODE

Cannot decode PDU. Reason: [MSG]

1270

ERROR_ENCODING_CANNOTENCODEMESSAGE

Cannot encode message [MSG]

Unknown message type value '[MSG]'. Using default
1271

ERROR_ENCODING_CANNOTCREATE_UNKNOWNTYPE
message type (SMS:TEXT)

1273

ERROR_ENCODING_CANNOTDECODE_UD

Cannot decode User Data of envelope. [MSG]

1274

ERROR_ENCODING_CANNOTDECODE_TEXTCOMPRESSIONNOTSUPPORTED

1275

ERROR_ENCODING_CANNOTDECODE_UNKNOWNDCS

1276

ERROR_ENCODING_CANNOTDECODE_UNKNOWNALPHABET

1277

ERROR_ENCODING_CANNOTDECODE_UNKNOWNBINARYDCS

1278

ERROR_ENCODING_CANNOTDECODE_UNKNOWNINDICATION

1279

ERROR_ENCODING_CANNOTDECODE_INVALIDUDHLENGTH

1280

ERROR_ENCODING_CANNOTDECODE_INVALIDTLVINUDH

1281

ERROR_ENCODING_CANNOTDECODE_INVALIDUDSIZE

1282

ERROR_ENCOCING_CANNOTDECODE_SMPPDELIVERYREPORT

Cannot decode delivery report [PDU]

1283

ERROR_ENCODING_CANNOTDECODE_SMPPDATE

Cannot decode date value [DATE] in PDU [PDU]

1300

ERROR_DRIVER_BASE

1301

ERROR_DRIVER_CANNOTCREATEDRIVER_ALREADY_EXISTS

Only one SMSC connection can be configured per
configuration file. [FILENAME]

1302

ERROR_DRIVER_CANNOTCREATEDRIVER_LIMIT_REACHED

Sorry, you have reached the maximum number of
drivers (which is [NUMDRIVERS]) that you can install.

1303

ERROR_DRIVER_CANNOTCREATEDRIVER_PROTOCOL_NOTALLOWED

Sorry, you are not authorized to install a service
provider connection for [TYPE] protocol.

1304

ERROR_DRIVER_CANNOTCREATEDRIVER_PROTOCOL_UNKNOWN

Cannot set up connection with SMSC. Unknown
protocol: '[PROTOCOL]'. '[MSG]'
1305

ERROR_DRIVER_CANNOTPROCESS_WINDOWSMSG

Message processing error: [MSG]; [PARAM]

1306

ERROR_DRIVER_CANNOTSAVE_CONFIG

Cannot save configuration file. [FILENAME]

1307

ERROR_DRIVER_CANNOTCREATE_MULTIPART_DIR

Cannot create directory [DIR]. [MSG]

1308

ERROR_DRIVER_KEEPALIVE_TIMEOUT

Keep alive packet timeout.

1309

ERROR_DRIVER_KEEPALIVE_NACK

Keep alive packet rejected.

1310

ERROR_DRIVER_CANNOTCONNECT

1311

ERROR_DRIVER_CONNECTIONERROR

Cannot connect to SMSC. [MSG]

1312

ERROR_DRIVER_CONNECTION_ERROR

Unsuccessful connection. [MSG]

1313

ERROR_DRIVER_SHUTDOWN

1314

ERROR_DRIVER_INVALIDUSERNAME

Invalid username or password.

1315

ERROR_DRIVER_NORESPONSE

No response received from server

1316

ERROR_DRIVER_UNKNOWNNORESPONSE

Unknown response received from server

1317

ERROR_DRIVER_TCPCONNECTIONLOST

No TCP connection to SMSC.

1318

ERROR_DRIVER_INVALIDUSERNAME2

Could not log in to server. [MSG]

ERROR_DRIVER_TCP_CONNECTIONERROR

TCP connection error. (Check
http://www.ozekisms.com/index.php?owpn=423) for
more information on this error. Error messages:
[MSG]

1319

Could not find oldest TRN, and could not give out TRN
1320

ERROR_DRIVER_UCP_TRNANOMAILY

for transaction. This should not have happened.
Report this error!

1350

ERROR_DRIVER_ENVSUBMIT_BASE

1351

ERROR_DRIVER_INVALIDRECIPIENT

1352

ERROR_DRIVER_SUBMITTIMEOUTERROR1

Invalid recipient address in message '[MSG]'.
Submit timeout ([SEC]). No response received from
SMSC while sending message [MSG]. Message

considered sent.
Submit timeout ([SEC]). No response received from
1353

ERROR_DRIVER_SUBMITTIMEOUTERROR2

SMSC while sending message [MSG]. Message needs
resending.
Submit timeout ([SEC]). No response received from

1354

ERROR_DRIVER_SUBMITTIMEOUTERROR3

SMSC while sending message [MSG]. Message
considered undeliverable.

1355

ERROR_DRIVER_ENVSUBMIT_ERROR_NOCONNECTION

1356

ERROR_DRIVER_ENVSUBMIT_ERROR_NORESPONSE

No connection to the service provider.
No response from SMSC. Connection timeout on
connection: [DRIVERINSTANCE]
Undelivered message. Submit timeout. No response

1357

ERROR_DRIVER_ENVSUBMIT_ERROR_NORESPONSE2
received from SMSC to submit request.

1358

ERROR_DRIVER_ENVSUBMIT_ERROR_NOTSMS

Unknown envelope content. This envelope does not
seem to contain a valid SMS message. Possible
routing problem?

1359

ERROR_DRIVER_ENVSUBMIT_ERROR_NOTACCEPTED

Envelope rejected by SMSC.

1360

ERROR_DRIVER_ENVSUBMIT_ERROR

Envelope could not be sent. [ERRORMSG]

1361

ERROR_DRIVER_ENVSUBMIT_ERROR_TIMEOUT

Timeout ([SUBMITTIMEOUT] sec.) Envelope could not
be sent. [ERRORMSG]
Could not find message reference in submit response.
1362

ERROR_DRIVER_ENVSUBMIT_ERROR_NOREFERENCE
Delivery reports will not be handled correctly.

1363

ERROR_DRIVER_ENVSUBMIT_ERROR_NOTACCEPTED_REASON

1364

ERROR_DRIVER_ENVSUBMIT_ERROR_NOTDELIVERED

Envelope rejected by SMSC. [MSG]
Delivery report received that sais could not deliver
message to recipient. [ERRORMSG]

1365

ERROR_DRIVER_ENVSUBMIT_NOTSENT

Message could not be sent. Reason: [MSG]

1366

ERROR_DRIVER_ENVSUBMIT_ERROR_INVRESP

Envelope could not be sent by modem. [ERRORMSG]

1367

ERROR_DRIVER_ENVSUBMIT_NOTACCEPTED

The SMSC returned a not accepted response. [MSG]

1400

ERROR_DRIVER_GSMMODEM_BASE

1401

ERROR_DRIVER_GSMMODEM_SIM_SMSC_DIFFERENCE

The address of SIM SMSC ([SIMSMSC]) is different
from the address of SMSC specified in the
configuration form ([SETSMSC])

1402

ERROR_DRIVER_GSMMODEM_SIM_SMSC_AND_SET_SMSC_EMPTY

Both, the address of SIM SMSC and the address of
SMSC specified in the configuration form are empty!
You have to specify an SMSC to make SMS working.
Check:
http://www.ozekisms.com/index.php?owpn=199

1403

ERROR_DRIVER_GSMMODEM_SIM_SMSC_SET_SMSC_EMPTY

Cannot read SMSC from SIM and the SMSC specified
on the configuration form is empty!

1404

ERROR_DRIVER_GSMMODEM_PINEMPTY

A PIN code needs to be entered to start the modem,
but no PIN code is defined in the 'Pin code' field of the
'Port settings' tab of the configuration form. Please
specify the PIN code in the configuration form!

1405

ERROR_DRIVER_GSMMODEM_CANNOTDECODE_DELIVERYREPORT

Cannot decode delivery report [PDU]

1406

ERROR_DRIVER_GSMMODEM_MMS_
CANNOTDOWNLOAD_NODOWNLOADURL

Cannot download MMS message, because no
download URL was found in the MMS Indication
message.

ERROR_DRIVER_GSMMODEM_MMS_
1407

Cannot download MMS message from [URL]. [MSG]
CANNOTDOWNLOAD_DOWNLOADFAILED
ERROR_DRIVER_GSMMODEM_MMS_

Cannot create support file for downloading MMS

CANNOTDOWNLOAD_CANNOTCREATEFILE

message. Filename: [FILENAME]. [MSG]

ERROR_DRIVER_GSMMODEM_MMS_

Cannot delete support file after MMS download

CANNOTDOWNLOAD_CANNOTDELETEFILE

attempt. Filename: [FILENAME]. [MSG]

1410

ERROR_DRIVER_GSMMODEM_MMS_
CANNOTDOWNLOAD_CANNOTCREATEDIR

Cannot create support directory for MMS downloads.
[DIRNAME] [MSG]

1411

ERROR_DRIVER_GSMMODEM_MMS_
CANNOTDOWNLOAD_CANNOTCONTINUEFAILEDDOWNLOAD

Cannot process entries in MMS download support
directory, to continue previously failed MMS

1408

1409

downloads. [DIRECTORY] [MSG]
1412

MMS download failed. We have tried to download this
ERROR_DRIVER_GSMMODEM_MMS_ CANNOTDOWNLOAD_NOMORETRIES MMS message too many times from the MMSC without
success. [URL]

1413

ERROR_DRIVER_GSMMODEM_CANNOTOPENPORT

Cannot connect to port [PORT]. [MSG]. The port you
want to access might be used by another process.
Please make sure that no other SMS or modem
software is running, that uses this port. It might also
be possible that an MMS sending/receiving procedure
was unexpecdly interrupted. If you issue the following
command in a windows command shell: rasdial
/disconnect, the problem might be resolved. As a final
option if you reboot your computer, there is a good
chance this error will not occur.

1414

ERROR_DRIVER_GSMMODEM_NORESPONSE

Port has been successfully opened, but no response
has been received from modem on [PORT].Check data
cable, or try different baud rate! Is your GSM phone
or modem powered on?

1415

ERROR_DRIVER_CANNOTCREATEDRIVER_COULDNOTINIT

Could not initialize service provider connection
[INSTANCE]. [MSG]
1416

ERROR_DRIVER_SUBMITPDU_ERROR

Could not submit PDU. Reason: [MSG]

1417

ERROR_DRIVER_COULDNOTPARSE_RESPONSE

Could not parse response from [SOURCE]. Response
was: [RESPONSE]

1418

ERROR_DRIVER_GSMMODEM_CANNOTREADMODEMLIST

Cannot read list of modems. [MSG]

1419

ERROR_DRIVER_GSMMODEM_USSD_NOTSUPPORTED

Cannot initiate USSD request. USSD is not supported
by this modem.
Cannot set modem into voice mode. This is not a
1420

ERROR_DRIVER_GSMMODEM_VOICE_NOTSUPPORTED
voice modem.
Cannot send voice through opened modem channel.

1421

ERROR_DRIVER_GSMMODEM_VOICE_CANNOTSEND
[MSG]

1422

ERROR_DRIVER_GSMMODEM_VOICE_COULDNOTDIAL

Cannot dial number [NUM].

1423

ERROR_DRIVER_GSMMODEM_VOICE_VTXERROR

Cannot start voice stream transmission. AT+VTX

command did not return with CONNECT.
1424

ERROR_DRIVER_GSMMODEM_VOICE_SENDERROR

1425

ERROR_DRIVER_GSMMODEM_PORT_UNEXPECTEDLY_CLOSE

Could not send voice stream
Port was unexpectedly closed while reading input
data. [MSG]

1426

ERROR_DRIVER_GSMMODEM_CANNOTUPDATEROUTINGTABLE

Cannot update routing table. [MSG]

1427

ERROR_DRIVER_GSMMODEM_GPRSCANNOTCLOSE

Cannot close GPRS connection. Try to execute
RASDIAL /DISCONNECT manually at the command
prompt. Error information: [MSG]

1428

ERROR_DRIVER_GSMMODEM_GPRSCANNOTOPEN

Cannot open GPRS connection. [MSG]

1429

ERROR_DRIVER_GSMMODEM_INVALIDSETTING

Invalid configuration for [SETTINGNAME]: [VALUE]

1430

ERROR_DRIVER_GSMMODEM_CANNOTSENDMMS

Cannot send MMS message. [MSG]

1450

ERROR_DRIVER_HTTPSERVER_BASE

1451

ERROR_DRIVER_HTTPSERVER_SIMULATEDERROR

1452

ERROR_DRIVER_HTTPSERVER_DUPLICATEBASEURL

1453

ERROR_DRIVER_HTTPSERVER_NOORIGINATOR

Duplicate base URL found: [MSG]
Incoming message does not contain originator
address.

1454

ERROR_DRIVER_HTTPSERVER_CANNOTOPENOUTBOX

Cannot open outbox file [FILENAME]. ([ERRORMSG])

1455

ERROR_DRIVER_HTTPSERVER_OUTBOXNOTAVAILABLE

Outbox file [FILENAME] not available.

1456

ERROR_DRIVER_HTTPSERVER_INVALIDOUTBOX

Invalid outbox file format in [FILENAME].
([ERRORMSG])

1457

ERROR_DRIVER_HTTPSERVER_HTTPLISTENERNOTSUPPORTED

Windows XP SP2 or Server 2003 required to use
HttpListener class.

1470

ERROR_DRIVER_PARLAYX_BASE

1471

ERROR_DRIVER_PARLAYX_CANNOTSUBMIT

Cannot submit SMS message. Reason: [MSG]

Cannot complete SMS polling, to download incoming
1472

ERROR_DRIVER_PARLAYX_CANNOTRECEIVE
SMS messages from ParlayX server. [MSG]
Cannot register callback URL '[URL]' on ParlayX

1473

ERROR_DRIVER_PARLAYX_CANNOTREGISTERCALLBACK
server. [MSG]

1474

ERROR_DRIVER_PARLAYX_CANNOTFINDDRIVER

1475

ERROR_DRIVER_PARLAYX_CANNOTREGISTERCALLBACKSERVER

Cannot find an installed ParlayX connection, that can
receive the message with correlator [CORRELATOR].
[ENV]
Cannot register server on localhost to accept callback
request on URL '[URL]' from ParlayX server. [MSG]
Cannot unregister callback URL '[URL]' on ParlayX

1476

ERROR_DRIVER_PARLAYX_CANNOTUNREGISTERCALLBACK
server. [MSG]

1477

ERROR_DRIVER_PARLAYX_CANNOTPROCDELIVERYREPORT

1500

ERROR_USER_BASE

1501

ERROR_USER_CANNOTCREATE_USER_NOUSERNAME

Cannot process delivery report. [EXP]

Cannot create user. Username field cannot be left
empty.
Cannot create user. Another user with username
1502

ERROR_USER_CANNOTCREATE_USER_ALREADYEXISTS
'[USERNAME]' already exists. [LINENO]
Cannot create user. Invalid user type: '[TYPE]'.

1503

ERROR_USER_CANNOTCREATE_USER_UNKNOWNTYPE
[LINENO]
Sorry, you are not authorized to add a user of [TYPE]

1504

ERROR_USER_CANNOTCREATE_USER_TYPENOTALLOWED
type.
Sorry, you have reached the maximum number of

1505

ERROR_USER_CANNOTCREATE_USER_LIMITREACHED
users (which is [NUMUSERS]) that you can add.

Cannot load addressbok. Try to remove the
1506

ERROR_USER_CANNOTCREATE_ADDRESSBOOK
addressbook directory '[DIR]'! [MSG]

1507

ERROR_USER_CANNOTENABLE

1508

ERROR_USER_CANNOTENABLE_NOTCONFIGURED

Error happend while enabling user. [MSG]
Cannot connect to database. The database connection
is not yet configured.

1509

ERROR_USER_CANNOTDISABLE

1510

ERROR_USER_MESSAGE_NOTACCEPTED

Error happend while disabling user. [MSG]
The message posted by [USER] was notaccepted for
delivery. [REASON] [ENVSTR]

1511

ERROR_USER_MESSAGE_NOTACCEPTED_OUTBOXFULL

The outbox queue is full

1512

ERROR_USER_MESSAGE_NOTACCEPTED_TYPENOTSUPPORTED

Message type [MSGTYPE] not supported.

1513

ERROR_USER_MESSAGE_NOTACCEPTED_INVALIDRECIPIENT

Invalid recipient address or no recipient address
specified
1514

ERROR_USER_MESSAGE_NOTACCEPTED_CANNOTENCODE

1515

ERROR_USER_MESSAGE_NOTACCEPTED_CANNOTPARSE

Cannot encode message. Reason [MSG]
Parsing stopped, becase there are too many parsing
errors. More then 5 lines had errors.

1520

ERROR_USER_MESSAGESTORE_INVALID_QUEUE_SIZE

Invalid queue size for users: [SIZE]

1521

ERROR_USER_MESSAGESTORE_CANNOTCREATE_DIR

Cannot create directory [DIR]. [MSG]

1522

ERROR_USER_MESSAGESTORE_CANNOTSAVE_ENVELOPE

Cannot save envelope [FILE]. [MSG]

1523

ERROR_USER_MESSAGESTORE_CANNOTSAVE_ERRORENVELOPE

Cannot create error file [FILE]. [MSG]

1524

ERROR_USER_MESSAGESTORE_CANNOTLOAD_ENVELOPE

Cannot load envelope [FILE]. [MSG]

1525

ERROR_USER_MESSAGESTORE_CANNOTDELETE_ENVELOPE

Cannot delete envelope [FILE]. [MSG]

Cannot load envelope from file. version
1526

ERROR_USER_MESSAGESTORE_CANNOT_DESERIALIZE
incompatibility. [FILE]. Reason: [MSG]

1527

ERROR_USER_MESSAGESTORE_CANNOT_SERIALIZE

1540

ERROR_USER_ACCOUNTING_REQUEST_INSUFFICIENT_CREDITS

Cannot save envelope to file: [FILE]. Reason: [MSG]
Cannot reserve credits: Insufficient credits
'[BALANCE]' but needed '[NEEDED]'. [ENVSTR]
Cannot start operation: Insufficient credits

1541

ERROR_USER_ACCOUNTING_UPDATE_INSUFFICIENT_CREDITS
([BALANCE]). [ENVSTR]

1542

ERROR_USER_ACCOUNTING_ACCOUNT_NOT_FOUND

Account for user '[USER]' not found. [ENVSTR]

1543

ERROR_USER_ACCOUNTING_TRANSACTION_ADD

Cannot save transaction to file: [MSG]

1544

ERROR_USER_ACCOUNTING_CREATE

Cannot create account to file [FILENAME], [MSG]

1545

ERROR_USER_ACCOUNTING_LOAD

Cannot load account from file [FILENAME], [MSG]

1546

ERROR_USER_ACCOUNTING_ACCOUNT_EXPIRED

Account has been expired at [EXPRDATE]. [ENVSTR]

1547

ERROR_USER_ACCOUNTING_INSUFFICIENT_CREDITS

Insufficient credits.

1600

ERROR_USERIMPL_BASE

1601

ERROR_USERAUTOREPLY_CANNOTFIND_SCRIPTFILE

Cannot find configuration file: [FILENAME]

1602

ERROR_USERAUTOREPLY_RESPONSELIMITREACHED

Cannot send response message. The response limit
forbids sending more then [NUM] responses to the
same number. For more information, please visit
http://www3.ozekisms.com/index.php?owpn=203.
Message: [MSG]

1610

ERROR_USERFILE_CLEANUP_EXCEPTION

Error wile deleting lock files in '[FUNCTION]'.
Exception: [MSG]
Could not find file [FILENAME]. It was probably
1611

ERROR_USERFILE_NOTFOUND
deleted while being processed. [MSG]

Cannot process file [FILENAME]. The format of the file
1612

ERROR_USERFILE_CANNOTPROCESS
content might be invalid. [MSG]
Cannot read file [FILENAME]. There was an IO error.

1613

ERROR_USERFILE_CANNOTREAD
[MSG]

1614

ERROR_USERFILE_CANNOTCREATEDIR_ALREADYEXISTS

Directories cannot be same for parameter '[PARAM1]'
and '[PARAM2]' value of '[VALUE]' in
[SECTIONNAME]. Resetting all directory values to
default.

1615

ERROR_USERFILE_DIRERROR

Directory for polling not found. [MSG]

1616

ERROR_USERFILE_OUTDIRERROR

Output directory not found. [MSG]

1617

ERROR_USERFILE_INVLALID_CSVLINE

Invalid CSV line. The line should have 3 sections:
phone number, message text, date
1630

ERROR_USERTCP_CANNOTPROCINCOMING

Client did not accept [NOTIFICATION]. [MSG]

1640

ERROR_USERHTTPCLIENT_INVALIDRESPONSEFORMAT

Cannot send SMS message(s). Content of response
has invalid format (See
http://www.ozekisms.com/index.php?owpn=355).
[ERRORS] [RESPONSE]

1641

ERROR_USERHTTPCLIENT_REQUESTTIMEOUT

Request Timeout: [MSG]

1642

ERROR_USERHTTPCLIENT_INVALIDURL

Format of target URL could not be determined: [MSG]

1643

ERROR_USERHTTPCLIENT_CANNOTRESOLVEHOSTNAME

Remote name could not be resolved: [MSG]

1644

ERROR_USERHTTPCLIENT_CANNOTOPENURL

HTTP Error. [MSG] Cannot open URL [URL].

1650

ERROR_USER_APPSTARTER_CANNOTEXEC

Cannot execute application. Reason: [MSG]

1651

ERROR_USER_APPSTARTER_INVALIDRESPONSE

Cannot process response message. Invalid format.
[MSG]
1660

ERROR_USER_API_CANNOTLOADFORM

Cannot load form setting. [MSG]

1661

ERROR_USER_API_CANNOTSAVEFORM

Cannot save form setting. [MSG]

1662

ERROR_USER_API_CANNOTREADDESCR

Cannot read API description. [MSG]

1670

ERROR_USER_CANNOTPOLLMESSAGES

Exception cached during polling. [MSG]

Warnings
2100

WARN_CONFIG_BASE

2101

WARN_CONFIG_DIRCREATE

Unable to create directory '[DIR]'. [MSG]

WARN_CONFIG_DUPLICATEDIR

Directories cannot be same for parameter '[PARAM1]'
and '[PARAM2]' value of '[VALUE]' in
[SECTIONNAME]. Resetting all directory values to
default.

2102

Value '[VALUE1]' for parameter '[PARAM1]' is not
2103

WARN_CONFIG_PARAMETERVALUENOTUSED

used because '[PARAM2]'='[VALUE2]' in section
'[SECTIONNAME]'
File '[VALUE1]' for parameter '[PARAM1]' is not used

2104

WARN_CONFIG_PARAMETERFILENOTUSED

because [PARAM2]=[VALUE2] in section
'[SECTIONNAME]'

2150

WARN_IFTCPCPLIENT_BASE

2151

WARN_IFTCPCPLIENT_CLIENTIDLE

Client has been idle for more then [IDLETIME]
seconds. Disconnecting client.

2200

WARN_ROUTER_BASE

2201

WARN_ROUTER_RESENDINGMESSAGE_ONBACKUPROUTE

Message send failed. Trying to find backup route for
message [MSG].

2202

WARN_ROUTER_DELIVERYREPORT_REFERENCEDMESSAGENOTFOUND

Cannot find corresponding envelope for incoming
delivery report in sent items. Missing envelope ID:
[ENVID]

2203

WARN_ROUTER_DELIVERYREPORT_MESSAGEREFERENCE_
DOESNOTMATCHCOMPLETELEY

Envelope callback ID '[CID]' information does not
match received callback ID information. Envelope ID:
[ENVID]

2204

WARN_ROUTER_DELIVERYREPORT_MESSAGEREFERENCE_ALREADYUSED

This callback ID is already registered in the delivery
report router [CID].

2205

WARN_ROUTER_DELIVERYREPORT_COULDNOTFIND_PARLAYXMSG

Could not find message with ID '[ID]'

2250

WARN_ENCODING_BASE
Message PDU contains unexpected (non-hex)

2251

WARN_ENCODING_UNEXPECTEDFORMAT_PDUNONHEX

characters. Message might not be parsed correctly.
[PDU]
The following charset is not supported on this system:

2252

WARN_ENCODING_UNSUPPORTED_CHARSET
[CHARSET]. Using default charset.

2253

WARN_ENCODING_UNSUPPORTED_SMPPDCS

2254

WARN_ENCODING_INVALID_GSMDATETIME

Unsupported data coding scheme [DCS]
Invalid message. Cannot decode date time value
[DATETIME]

2255

WARN_ENCODING_NOVALIDRECIPIENT_IN_MESSAGE

2300

WARN_DRIVER_BASE

2301

WARN_DRIVER_CANNOTCONNECT_UNCONFIGURED

Could not find a valid recipient in the message.

Cannot connect with default parameters. Please
configure this connection first!
2302

WARN_DRIVER_CANNOTINITDRIVER_FROMGUI

2303

WARN_DRIVER_AUTOCONNECTDISABLED

Cannot initialize driver for GUI access [DRV]. [MSG]
Auto connect feature disabled. You have to connect to
the service manually by clicking on the connect link.

2304
2310

WARN_DRIVER_SUBMITTING_EMPTYMESSAGE

The message data of the envelope is empty.

WARN_DRIVER_GSMMODEM_NOTCONFIGURED

Some mandatory parameters are empty on the
configuration form. This indicates, that the connection

has not yet been configured. Please configure your
connection!
2311

WARN_DRIVER_GSMMODEM_SIM_SMSC_EMPTY

SMSC address in SIM Card is empty!

2312

WARN_DRIVER_GSMMODEM_SIM_SMSC_MODIFIED

SIM card SMSC number has been modified to [SMSC].

2313

WARN_DRIVER_GSMMODEM_SIM_SMSC_READ_UNSUCCESSFUL

Getting SMSC address from SIM is unsuccessful!

2314

WARN_DRIVER_GSMMODEM_SIM_SMSC_WAIT

Waiting [WAITTIME] millisec.

1

WARN_DRIVER_GSMMODEM_CMTNOTSUPPORTED

This modem does not support GSM Phase 2, so CMT
memory reading option is not available. Using CMGL
instead.

2321

WARN_DRIVER_GSMMODEM_NOTREGISTERED_TO_NETWORK

The modem is NOT registered to the GSM network.
Check your antenna! Disable PIN Code!
Some modems cannot send messages longer then
2322

WARN_DRIVER_GSMMODEM_TEXTMODE_LONGER160
160 characters in text mode.

2323

WARN_DRIVER_GSMMODEM_LOCALNUMBERFORMAT

2324

WARN_DRIVER_GSMMODEM_RESPONSE_TIMEOUT

The number format for the recipient phone number is
a local number format. It does not start with a + sign.
If you cannot submit this messages, please try to use
international number format (plus sign + country code
+ number). It might be better to use '+[NUM]'
instead of '[NUM]'.
Modem Timeout. The modem did not respond to the
command. Is it plugged in?
Cannot create directory to store MMS attachments

2325

WARN_DRIVER_GSMMODEM_MMS_CANNOTCREATE_ATTACHMENTDIR
[PATH]
'[ADDRESS]' is not a valid CIMD2 address nor an

2340

WARN_DRIVER_CIMD2_INVALIDADDRESS
alphanumeric address.

2341

WARN_DRIVER_CIMD2_NOTSTARTWSENDERPREFIX

'[ADDRESS]' doesnt start with '[PREFIX]'.

2342

WARN_DRIVER_CIMD2_NOTANADDRESS

'[ADDRESS]' contains some invalid characters and it's

not an address.
Alphanumeric address '[ADDRESS]' is too long.
2343

WARN_DRIVER_CIMD2_ALPHANUMADDRESSTOOLONG

Maximum [NUMCHARS] characters are allowed.
Truncated address will be: [TRUNCADDR]
No response received from SMSC to transaction

2350

WARN_DRIVER_UCP_NORESP_ON_TRANSACTION
[TRN], timeout value is [TIMEOUT].
Callbacks are not available in ParlayX version 2.0.

2360

WARN_DRIVER_PARLAYX_CALLBACKNOTSUPPORTED
Disabling callback requests.
Delivery report callbacks in ParlayX Version 2.0 are
not supported

2361

WARN_DRIVER_PARLAYX_DELIVERYCALLBACK_NOT_SUPPORTED

2500

WARN_USER_BASE

2501

WARN_USER_ALREADY_ENABLED

User has already been enabled.

2502

WARN_USER_ALREADY_DISABLED

User has already been disabled.

2510

WARN_USER_MESSAGESTORE_CANNOTDOWNLOAD_MESSAGELIST

Cannot read message from queue [QUEUE].
[REASON]
2511

WARN_USER_MESSAGESTORE_CANNOTREAD_MESSAGE

2512

WARN_USER_MESSAGESTORE_CANNOTMOVE_MESSAGE

Error while reading message in outbox queue. [MSG]
Cannot move file from [SOURCEFILE] to [DESTFILE].
[MSG]
Cannot save envelope [FILE]. Saving it to file

2513

WARN_USER_MESSAGESTORE_CANNOTSAVE_ENVELOPE
[NEWFILE]. [MSG]
Cannot delete envelope [FILE]. Creating error file

2514

WARN_USER_MESSAGESTORE_CANNOTDELETE_ENVELOPE
[ERRFILE]. [MSG]

2515

WARN_USER_MESSAGESTORE_MESSAGE_NOTFOUND

Message [MSGID] not found in queue. Removing

reference

WARN_USER_SQL_INVALIDCHAR_IN_SQLTEMPLATE

Invalid character(s) in SQL template. There is a
(hidden) Unicode character in the template. It is
possible that you have used copy paste to insert it.
Type your templates manually. If you want to use
Unicode characters, you must enable unicode
template support on the Advanced tab of the
configuration form! Unicode characters are now
removed from the template.

2531

WARN_USER_SQL_ODBCNOTSUPPORTED_FORMSSQLSERVER

This seems like an ODBC connection string for
Microsoft SQL Server. We recommend to use OLEDb
provider SQLNCLI for Microsoft SQL Server
connections. ODBC can cause problems. More
information is available at:
http://www.ozekisms.com/index.php?owpn=167

2540

WARN_USER_EMAIL_MESSAGE_FILTERED

2530

Can't send the following SMS, because e-mails are
filtered: [SMS]
This e-mail will be not sent as SMS to prevent SMS
2541

WARN_USER_EMAIL_MESSAGELOOP_DANGER

loops remove the SMS/REPORT tag from the subject
line. [SMS]

2542

WARN_USER_EMAIL_CANNOTCONNECTTOPOP3

Can't connect to POP3 server: [MSG].

2543

WARN_USER_EMAIL_CANNOTCLOSEPOP3

Can't close POP3 server: [MSG].

2544

WARN_USER_EMAIL_CANNOTLOGINTOPOP3

Can't log in to POP3 server with [MSG].

2545

WARN_USER_EMAIL_SMSTOEMAIL_FORWARDINGFAILED

SMS -> E-MAIL: [MSG]

2546

WARN_USER_EMAIL_EMAILTOSMS_FORWARDINGFAILED

E-MAIL -> SMS: [MSG]

2560

WARN_USER_AUTOREPLYEASY_INVALIDMSGTYPE

Invalid message type defined [MSGTYPE]

Information

3010

INFO_MAIN_BASE

3011

INFO_MAIN_SERIALNUMBER

Serial numer: [SERIAL]

3012

INFO_MAIN_ACTIVATIONCODE

Activation code: [CODE]

3013

INFO_MAIN_SERVICE_SHUTDOWN_REASON

Stop reason: [REASON]

3014

INFO_MAIN_SERVICE_INITIALIZED

Service initialized successfully.

3015

INFO_MAIN_SERVICE_STOPPING_HEARTBEAT

Stopping heartbeat

3016

INFO_MAIN_SERVICE_STOPPING_SMSC

Stopping SMSC connections

3017

INFO_MAIN_SERVICE_STOPPING_GUI

Stopping user interfaces

3018

INFO_MAIN_SERVICE_STOPPING_MESSAGESTORE

Stopping user queue manager

3019

INFO_MAIN_SERVICE_STOPPING_ROUTER_PHASE1

Stopping routing engine, phase I

3020

INFO_MAIN_SERVICE_STOPPING_ROUTER_PHASE2

Stopping routing engine, phase II

3021

INFO_MAIN_SERVICE_STOPPING_ENGINE

Stopping message engine

3022

INFO_MAIN_SERVICE_STOPPING_SQLLOGGER

Stopping SQLLogger

3023

INFO_MAIN_SERVICE_STOPPING_SERVICE

Stopping service

3024

INFO_MAIN_SERVICE_STOPPED

Service stopped

3025

INFO_MAIN_LOADING_EXTENSTION

Loading extension: [NAME]

3050

INFO_CONFIG_BASE

3051

INFO_CONFIG_AUTOCONNECT_NOTCONFIGURED

Autoconnect is disabled. To start the connection, click
on connect!

3100

INFO_IFTCPCLIENT_BASE

TCP client connected from '[IPADDRESS]'. Connection
3101

INFO_IFTCPCLIENT_CONNECTED
id: [CONNID]
TCP client disconnect '[IPADDRESS]' disconnected.

3102

INFO_IFTCPCLIENT_DISCONNECTED
Connection id: [CONNID]

3103

INFO_IFTCPCLIENT_SERVER_STATUS

3104

INFO_IFTCPCLIENT_LOGGEDIN

TCP Server status information: [STATUS]
Client connected with username '[USERNAME]' from
'[CLIENTNAME]'.
Client disconnected. (username '[USERNAME]',

3105

INFO_TCPCLIENT_LOGGEDOUT
connected from '[CLIENTNAME]')

3150

INFO_ROUTER_BASE

3151

INFO_ROUTER_ROUTING_INCOMING_MESSAGE

Incoming message routed to '[USER]' using route
'[ROUTENAME]' [POLICY]. Message: [ENVSTR]

3152

INFO_ROUTER_ROUTING_OUTGOING_MESSAGE

Outgoing message routed to '[OPERATOR]' using
route '[ROUTENAME]'. Message: [ENVSTR]

3153

INFO_ROUTER_ROUTING_DELIVERYREPORT

Matching delivery report received to reference
'[CALLBACKID]'.

INFO_ROUTER_DELIVERYREPORT_COULDNOTFIND_MATCHINGENVELOPE

Delivery report dropped, because no matching
envelope found in system for callback ID '[CID]'. This
error can happen in two cases: The message was sent
more then 1 week ago or the message reference
(callback ID) returned by the SMSC during sending
does not match the callback ID in the delivery report.
[ENV]

3154

3200

INFO_ENCODING_BASE

3201

INFO_ENCODING_PDUCOUNT

Message will be sent using [COUNT] PDU(s).

3202

INFO_ENCODING_CHARSETINFO

Encoding information: Message length is [MSGLEN]. It
is encoded as [CHARSET]. It will be sent in
[PARTCOUNT] message(s).

3203

INFO_ENCODING_SEGMENTRECEIVED

Multipart message segment received. Segment saved
as [MSG]
3204

INFO_ENCODING_LASTSEGMENTRECEIVED

3205

INFO_ENCODING_SEGMENT_ACCEPTED

3206

INFO_ENCODING_SEGMENT_NOTFOUND

3207

INFO_ENCODING_DECODING_TO_MESSAGETYPE

3208

INFO_ENCODING_DECODING_FAILED_PROCESSING_AS_BINARY

Last multipart message segment received.

Decoding SMS to type [TYPE]
Decoding failed. Trying to decoding as standard binary
message.

3300

INFO_DRIVER_BASE

3301

INFO_DRIVER_CONNECTIONONLINE

Connection online.

3302

INFO_DRIVER_CONNECTIONOFFLINE

Connection offline.

3303

INFO_DRIVER_TCPCONNECTING

Connecting to [IP]

3304

INFO_DRIVER_TCPCONNECTED

Connected from [FROMIP] to [TOIP]

3305

INFO_DRIVER_TCPFORCEDISCONNECT

Disconnected from [HOST]:[PORT]

3306

INFO_DRIVER_LOGIN_SUCCESS

Login successful.

3307

INFO_DRIVER_LOGIN_FAILED

Login failed. [MSG]

3308

INFO_DRIVER_LOGIN_TIMEOUT

Login failed due to timeout.

3309

INFO_DRIVER_LOGIN_DISCONNECTED

3310

INFO_DRIVER_LOGIN_STOPPED

Login canceled due to disconnect.
Login canceled due to service provider connection
being stopped.

3321

INFO_DRIVER_RECEIVED_MESSAGE

3322

INFO_DRIVER_SENDING_MESSAGE

Message received on connection '[DRIVER]'. [MSG]
Sending message (try [TRY]) [ENVSTR] using service
provider connection '[DRIVER]'
PDU ([PART]/[COUNT]) accepted by SMSC with

3323

INFO_DRIVER_SENDING_MESSAGE_SUBMITTING_PDU
message reference: [REF]
Considering sent. Deleting message from outbox

3324

INFO_DRIVER_SENDING_MESSAGE_CONSIDERINGSENT
[MSG]

3325

INFO_DRIVER_SENDING_MESSAGE_BACKTOOUTBOX

3326

INFO_DRIVER_SENDING_MESSAGE_NOTSENT

Returning message to outbox [MSG]
Considering not sent. Deleting message from outbox
[MSG]

3327

INFO_DRIVER_SENDING_MESSAGE_SENT

Message successfully sent. Reference: [REF]

3328

INFO_DRIVER_SENDING_MESSAGE_PDU_SEQUENCE

Sending message with sequence number [SEQ]
Message part sent as sequence [SEQNO]

3329

INFO_DRIVER_SENDING_MESSAGEPART_ACCEPTED

[ENVELOPE]was accepted by SMSC with callback
reference id [CALLBACKID]
Corresponding message for message part sent as
sequence [SEQNO] was not found. It may have been

3330

INFO_DRIVER_SENDING_MESSAGEPART_NOTFOUND
deleted, because previous part was not accepted.
Message part dropped.

Sending message [ENVSTR] through backup route
3331

INFO_DRIVER_SENDING_USINGBACKUPROUTE
using service provider connection '[DRIVER]'

3341

INFO_DRIVER_GSMMODEM_SIMSMSC_MATCHES_CONFIGUREDSMSC

The address of SIM SMSC ([SIMSMSC]) and the
address of SMSC specified in the configuration form
([SETSMSC]) are the same. No configuration is
neccessary.

3342

INFO_DRIVER_GSMMODEM_SIMSMSC_WILLBEUSED

Address of SIM SMSC ([SIMSMSC]) will be used!

3343

INFO_DRIVER_GSMMODEM_USSD

Sending USSD request to network [USSD]

3344

INFO_DRIVER_GSMMODEM_REGISTRATIONINFO_UNAVAILABLE

GSM Network registration information is not available.

3345

INFO_DRIVER_GSMMODEM_PDUMODE

PDU mode is used.

3346

INFO_DRIVER_GSMMODEM_REGISTERED_TO_NETWORK

Good news! The GSM modem is registered to the GSM
network.

3347

INFO_DRIVER_GSMMODEM_REGISTERING

The modem is currently searching for a GSM network.
It is not connected. There is no signal. Check your
antenna!

3348

INFO_DRIVER_GSMMODEM_MESSAGESTORES

The GSM modem and the SIM card have the following
message stores: [STORES]

3349

INFO_DRIVER_GSMMODEM_NOPDUMODE

Text mode is used. To get full functionality, we
recommend you to use PDU mode!
3350

INFO_DRIVER_GSMMODEM_COPS

GSM network information: [CODE]

3351

INFO_DRIVER_GSMMODEM_PINRESULT

Pin code status: [RESULT]

3352

INFO_DRIVER_GSMMODEM_DISABLEPIN

Please put the SIM card into a mobile handset and
disable the requested code!
There were more then 5 consecutive errors. will now
3353

INFO_DRIVER_GSMMODEM_QUICKRECONNECT

reset the modem and try to send the message again.
This might solve the problem.

will now try to send the message again. This might
3354

INFO_DRIVER_GSMMODEM_QUICKRECONNECT_FAKE
solve the problem.

3355

INFO_DRIVER_GSMMODEM_AUTODETECT_START

3356

INFO_DRIVER_GSMMODEM_AUTODETECT_END

GSM Modem auto detection is starting at port [PORT].
GSM Modem auto detection has finished at port
[PORT].
Port speed check ([PORTSPEED]) at port [PORT] is

3357

INFO_DRIVER_GSMMODEM_AUTODETECT_BAUDRATE
[SUCCESS].
Result of GSM Modem name check at port [PORT] is

3358

INFO_DRIVER_GSMMODEM_AUTODETECT_MODEMNAME
"[NAME]".

3359

INFO_DRIVER_GSMMODEM_AUTODETECT_SMSCENTRE

3360

INFO_DRIVER_GSMMODEM_AUTODETECT_PDU_SUPPORT

The SIM SMSC is "[SMSC]".
GSM Modem [SUPPORTING] PDU mode at port
[PORT].
Command to GSM Modem: "[COMMAND]" at port

3361

INFO_DRIVER_GSMMODEM_AUTODETECT_SENDAT
[PORT].
Response of GSM Modem: "[RESPONSE]" at port

3362

INFO_DRIVER_GSMMODEM_AUTODETECT_ATRESPONSE
[PORT].
Autodetection of GSM Modem [OPERATION] was

3363

INFO_DRIVER_GSMMODEM_AUTODETECT_OPERATION_UNSUCCESSFUL
unsuccessful at port [PORT].
Downloading MMS messages (try [TRY]). Download

3364

INFO_DRIVER_GSMMODEM_MMS_DOWNLOAD
URL: [URL].

3365

INFO_DRIVER_GSMMODEM_MMS_GPRSOPENING

Opening GPRS connection.

3366

INFO_DRIVER_GSMMODEM_MMS_GPRSCLOSING

Closing GPRS connection.

3380

INFO_DRIVER_SMPP_DELIVERYREPORT

Delivery report: [MSG]

3381

INFO_DRIVER_SMPP_DELIVERYID

Message reference id: [ID]

3390

INFO_DRIVER_UCP_OPTIONALFIELD_USED

User defined optional field is used for parameter
'[FIELD]', with value '[VALUE]'

3400

INFO_DRIVER_PARLAYX_REGISTERRECEIVESERVICE

Registering callback service for incoming messages.
Listening on URL: [URL]

3401

INFO_DRIVER_PARLAYX_REGISTERDELIVERYSERVICE

Registering callback service for delivery reports.
Listening on URL: [URL]

3410

INFO_DRIVER_HTTPSERVER_MESSAGESAVEDTOOUTBOX

Message [MSGID] saved to outbox file [FILENAME].

3500

INFO_USER_BASE

3501

INFO_USER_CONNECTED

User enabled.

3502

INFO_USER_DISCONNECTED

User disabled.

3510

INFO_USER_MESSAGE_INCOMING

Incoming message for user '[USER]'. [ENVSTR]

3511

INFO_USER_MESSAGE_SENDING

Message accepted for delivery from user '[USER]'.
[ENVSTR]
3512

INFO_USER_MESSAGE_SENT

Message successfully sent[OPERATOR]. [ENVSTR]

INFO_USER_MESSAGE_NOTSENT

Message not sent. [REASON] [ENVSTR]

INFO_USER_MESSAGE_DELIVERED

Message delivery is acknowledged by returned
delivery reports. [ENVSTR]

3515

INFO_USER_MESSAGE_UNDELIVERED

Message delivery rejected. [REASON] [ENVSTR]

3516

INFO_USER_MESSAGE_DELIVERYINPROGRESS

3513
3514

Message delivery in progress ([CODE]) [REASON].
[ENVSTR]
Messsage removed from [QUEUE], because it was
3517

INFO_USER_MESSAGE_DELETED_SUCCESSFULPROC

successfully forwarded to a client or processed by an
application. [ENV]

3518

INFO_USER_MESSAGE_RESENDING

Could not send message to network. Trying to resend
message (try [TRYCOUNT]). The reason of failure was
[ERR]. The message is: [MSG].

3530

INFO_USER_SQL_INSERT

Message received. Inserting it into database.
Message: '[MSG]'

3531

INFO_USER_SQL_SELECT_MESSAGESFOUND

Outgoing message found in database (database id:
[DBID]). [MSG]

3532

INFO_USER_SQL_UPDATE

Message [EVENT]. Updating correspondig record
(database id: [DBID]) in database. Message: '[MSG]'
3540

INFO_USER_EMAIL_GENERAL

3541

INFO_USER_EMAIL_READINGMESSAGES_INTOMEMORY

[PRE][MSG]
Read uid of processed e-mails into memory from:
'[MSG]'
Write uid of processed e-mails from memory into :

3542

INFO_USER_EMAIL_READMESSAGES_INTOFILE
'[MSG]'
Initiating HTTP [METHOD] request to [URL]. Data:

3550

INFO_USER_HTTPCLIENT_POST_REQUEST
[DATA].

3551

INFO_USER_HTTPCLIENT_GET_REQUEST

Initiating HTTP [METHOD] request to [URL].

3552

INFO_USER_HTTPCLIENT_RESPONSE

HTTP response received from [URL].

3553

INFO_USER_HTTPCLIENT_REQUEST_ACCEPTED

Received HTTP 200 OK, request accepted. [URL].

3554

INFO_USER_HTTPCLIENT_NORESPONSE

No response SMS was returned by the HTTP server.
That is OK.
3599

INFO_USER_GENERAL_INFORMATION

API Information. [MSG]
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